Ernest Hemingway, an American writer, once said, “When people talk, listen completely.” Sometimes looking at a situation from someone else’s perspective can be difficult when you feel frustrated. Maybe you don’t really understand what the other person is going through. Being able to hear the other person out completely is the first step to practicing empathy and reaching forgiveness.

Being in a constant state of holding onto resentment drains us of our happiness. This can change our mood, our relationships, and even our health. When we make the choice to focus on empathy, we are actively creating more mental space for positive emotions such as love. Empathy is the ability to understand and share feelings with others. Make it a daily mission to look at situations from the other person’s perspective, completely listening, and developing empathy.

**Practice Forgiveness Today:**

1. When you are frustrated with someone or feeling resentment towards them, take three deep breaths.

2. Before talking to the person again, think about the situation from their point of view. Try to understand and share their feelings.

3. Ask to speak to the person because you want to hear their point of view.

4. Let them talk through their point of view without interrupting and keeping in mind that you are being open to fully listening and hearing them out.

5. After this person discloses their point of view and feelings, say an empathetic statement such as, “I’m so glad you told me” or “Thank you for sharing that with me.” This can open the conversation up and make it easier for you both to feel comfortable to share in the future.

**Parent Practice Tip:**

Practice being empathetic with your child(ren) by listening to their point of view, waiting for them to finish, and saying, “Thank you for sharing that with me.” This will show your child(ren) how they can show empathy.

**To Learn More:**

Empathy with Sesame Street and Mark Ruffalo
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